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2size. Nevertheless, there are useful reasons for consider-
ing the Æ function model, as discussed in Sec. VI.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the particle
method. We also give some example runs exhibiting in-
spiral and a plunge to the black hole. These runs demon-
strate the potential of the method, and are not presented
as an accurate description of the physics. Of course, val-
idated physical results are the goal of this project but, as
discussed in sec. VI, much more computational testing is
needed before the goal can be attained.
We begin by summarizing previous results on the char-
acteristic formulation of numerical relativity in Sec. II.
Then issues concerning the theoretical framework of a
massive particle, including the two models used here, are
discussed in Sec. III. Section IV presents, in detail, the
computational algorithms. Tests of the code and other
example runs are given in Sec. V.
II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESULTS, AND
NOTATION
The formalism for the numerical evolution of Einstein's
equations, in null cone coordinates, is well known [18,
20, 21] (see also [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]). For the sake of
completeness, we give here a summary of the formalism,
including some of the necessary equations. The version of
the gravity code being used here is fully described in [19].
We use coordinates based upon a family of outgoing
null hypersurfaces. We let u label these hypersurfaces,
x
A
(A = 2; 3), label the null rays and r be a surface area
coordinate. In the resulting x

= (u; r; x
A
) coordinates,























































a unit sphere metric. We work in stereographic co-
ordinates x
A



























change notation to F because P now represents pressure,
which we cannot denote by p because that is a stereo-






(1; i) with i =
p
 1. For an arbitrary Bondi-
Sachs metric, h
AB









with the spherically symmetric case characterized by J =
0. We introduce the (complex dierential) eth operators
g and

g (see [28] for full details), as well as a number of


























, B = g,  =

gJ and k =
gK.
The Einstein equations decompose into hypersurface
equations, evolution equations and conservation laws.

















; and the evolution
equation is an expression for (rJ)
;ur
. The explicit form
of the equations is given in [19] in the vacuum case; and
the matter source terms are stated in [29], except that
the matter source term in Eq. [29]{(31) is incorrect and































































the velocity of the mass
m particle,  and P its density and pressure and N
J
dened in [18] and [19]. The remaining Einstein equa-
tions reduce to conservation conditions which need only
be satised on the inner boundary, which are automat-
ically satised here because the boundary has a simple
Schwarzschild geometry.
The null cone problem is normally formulated in the
region of spacetime between a timelike or null worldtube
  and I
+
. We represent I
+
on a nite grid by using
a compactied radial coordinate x = r=(1 + r). The
numerical grid is regular in (x; q; p) and consists of two







points. The x grid covers the range [0:5; 1]. Each angu-
lar grid patch extends two grid-points beyond the domain










 1. Thus there is




We denote the Bondi-Sachs metric (2.1) by g

and
the background metric (g

with J = U =  = 0, W =
 2M=r) by g
[M ]
. The mass M of the black hole is
normally scaled to M = 1 in simulations.
III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
We have developed two dierent particle models with
rather dierent conceptual frameworks but implemented
with very similar numerical codes. This section describes
each of the two frameworks, as well as some other theo-
retical issues.
A. The Æ function model





) = (u; r; z
A



















)drdqdp = 1. We model the Æ-function
on the grid by assigning weights w to each grid point
in a stencil surrounding the particle. In terms of a test














is a sum over a stencil I of grid points sur-





nate 3-volume of the stencil I. We determine the weights
w
I
representing the Æ-function by choosing a set of test
functions, e.g. for the stencil of eight points determined
by the cell surrounding the particle we choose
































where i 6= j 6= k so that the a's constitute eight arbitrary
coeÆcients. This then gives 8 simultaneous equations to
solve for the w
I
.





) = 0. This is automatically satised, in inte-
gral form, by the above grid representation of the den-
sity. In this way the time dependence of  is not free but
determined by the time dependence of the metric and
4-velocity.
B. The polytropic model
The polytropic model treats the particle as an object of
xed size described by the worldline of its center z
i
(u).
The simplest model of a polytrope, which will be used
here, is for the case with index n = 1. Then the density

















for R  R





is the radius of the polytrope and R is a distance from


















The projection of 

into the hypersurface orthogonal to


















evaluated at time u.















The polytropic model has the advantage over the
Æ function model of allowing convergence tests (see
Sec. VA) but it has the disadvantage of being only an ap-
proximate model in the following sense. Equation (3.4) is
exact only for an isolated sphere in equilibrium in New-
tonian theory. In general relativity it is a good approx-
imation only if m  R

. Furthermore, in the eld of a
black hole, the polytrope would not preserve its spherical
shape but would become tidally distorted. Both these ap-
proximations introduce the same type of error - the poly-
trope's motion is treated as though it were a rigid body
but, for the purpose of determining its gravitational eld,
its stress-energy tensor T

is modeled as a perfect uid.
Thus, in the approximation being made, there are addi-
tional contributions to T

that are being ignored. This
is discussed further in Sec. VI.
C. Particle evolution from approximate
conservation laws
The motion of a test particle in a background
Schwarzschild geometry satises certain conservation
laws. For a particle with mass 0 < m  M , these
conservation laws are not satised but they can be use-
ful because they represent quantities that change very
slowly. Our strategy is to use the Schwarzschild conser-
vation laws to dene approximately conserved quantities,
and then compute the evolution of those quantities in the
general case. In this process, all background terms cancel
out and we are left with expressions involving only small
quantities.
For the case of a test particle in the Schwarzschild ge-
ometry there is a reection symmetry plane, the plane
of the orbit. Thus the normalized 4-velocity is com-

















are the Killing vectors of
the Schwarzschild background and v

is a velocity com-
ponent with respect to (u; r; ; ) null-spherical coordi-
















































. Integration over a world-






























is centered about the location of the par-
ticle. Partly because of the stereographic coordinates
being used, the implementation of Eq. (3.9) is quite tech-
nical (see Sec. IVD for details).
4D. Background metric
In the Æ function model, it is necessary to renormal-
ize the metric so as to avoid innities in the equations
of motion. The metric occurs through the normalization
of the 4-velocity v






) to be basic since they represent
the pullback of the 4-velocity to the null hypersurface.
We renormalize the other components by using the back-
ground metric g
[M ]
to raise indices and to normalize
the 4-velocity. This avoids the problem of an innite self-
potential energy of the particle and is in keeping with the
principle that the energy of the particle only depends on
its velocity and position in the Schwarzschild eld.
In the polytropic model, the above renormalization is
not necessary, but it is convenient and is justied by the
same argument. However, in this case, the code can be
run either with or without such metric renormalization.





, applies only to the undif-
ferentiated metric. Metric derivatives that occur in the
particle equations of motion are computed using the full
metric g

{ otherwise radiation reaction could not be in-
cluded and we would simply be computing the motion of
a test particle in the Schwarzschild geometry. Of course,
it is the full metric which is evolved by the characteristic
algorithm.
E. Caustics
The characteristic evolution code breaks down if caus-
tics develop, which render the null coordinate system
employed singular. A rough estimate can be readily ob-
tained by employing the well-known condition for the
deection of light by a massive body such as the Sun.














is half of the proper length of an
angular edge of the grid cell containing the particle.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
A. Overview
The particle method constitutes a complete evolution
of the matter and gravity elds. As discussed in section
III, the particle can be modeled as either a Æ-function
or a polytrope. In the Æ-function model, the density is
distributed among the 8 grid points of the cell contain-
ing the particle, according to the procedure described in
Sec. III A. In the polytrope model, the density and pres-
sure are allocated to each grid-point at which  6= 0; in
this case, the polytrope spans several grid-cells. In both
models, the particle's density, pressure (if non-zero) and
3-velocity v
i
are used to construct the right hand side of
the Einstein equations, which are then used to evolve the
gravitational eld as described in section II.
The gravitational eld aects the motion of the par-
ticle. The 3-velocity v
i
is evolved by using the geodesic




























The setting of initial data is described in Sec. IVC
below. The worldtube   at r = 2M is the (past) hori-
zon of a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M . Thus the
boundary data on   has the simple analytic form [29]
J =  = k =  = B = U = Q = 0; W =  2M: (4.3)
B. Details of the computational algorithms
The iterative evolution algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Start at time u = u
(n)















2. Determine the grid-cell G
(n)
P







































This is done on both north and south patches, although
if the particle is not in the equatorial overlap region






























and we dene the weights representing the Æ-function































= f0; 1g. These weights satisfy the require-
ments stated in section IIIA.
3. Next, we set the density and pressure. In general, this
needs to be done on both north and south patches.
5 In the Æ function model, the pressure is zero and






































; and where F , r and dx=dr
are evaluated at z
i(n)
.
 In the polytropic model, the density at the grid-
point x
i
is set by means of Eqs. (3.4)-(3.7); then
the pressure P is set.




. The source terms are given in [29] (where,
as already noted, Eq. [29]-(31) should be replaced by
Eq. (2.4)).












is known at the required grid-points and its
value at the particle position z
i(n)
is found by taking
a weighted average using the weights found in step 3
above.






is used to nd v
(n)
, again
using the weighted average to nd g

.
7. Equation (4.2) is now used to nd z
i(n+1)
. On the
rst time-step, this is done by the Euler method and,




















8. We now nd v
(n+1)
i
. The right hand side of Eq. (4.1) is
evaluated at z
i(n)
by, as usual, nding the value at the
grid-points and taking a weighted average using the
weights found in step 3 above. The terms in Eq. (4.1)
are quite complicated and were found using a Maple
script, which was also used to generate Fortran code.
Details are given in an Appendix. The numerical evo-
lution method is the same as used in step 7.
C. Setting the initial data
In the example runs presented below, the initial grav-
itational content is prescribed by setting J = 0. The
code is then evolved for a pre-determined time u
S
, dur-
ing which the gravitational eld produces strong acceler-
ations. However during this time the particle's velocity
and position are not updated. The idea here is that the
gravitational eld should have relaxed to the correct form
by the time u
S
when the particle is allowed to move. The
optimal value of u
S
has not been determined in a system-
atic way, but rather runs similar to those in Sec. VD and
VE indicate that gravitational initialization eects are
dissipating by u
S
 2; and so, including a safety factor,
we normally take u
S
= 5. It is also possible to set the
initial data J by a Newtonian limit condition [21, 31, 32],
the computational implementation of which will be dis-
cussed elsewhere.
The code requires the initial velocity as a 1-form v
i
but a physical description normally species the tangent
vector v
i


















(r   3M )
: (4.9)



























If the background option is being used (see Sec. III D),
the setting of v
i
is complete; if not then, while u < u
S
,
the code uses the fact that v

is found at each time step




= 0 by an iterative





















where a is the iteration number and f
S
is a factor (which
is 1 in the standard algorithm) that may need to be set
to 0.2 or smaller for stable convergence { the diÆculty




) = 0 not as a simple
algebraic equation but as an equation whose coeÆcients
change as the metric relaxes.
D. Implementation of the approximate
conservation laws
The theoretical basis for approximate angular momen-
tum and energy conservation was discussed in Sec. III C.
We now present details of how this is implemented for
(1) the angular momentum in an equatorial orbit, (2) the
angular momentum in a polar orbit, and (3) the energy.
The code is written so that all of these approximate con-
servation laws may be used, or not, simply by changing
input parameter switches.
Angular velocity in an equatorial orbit






is approximately conserved. In terms of proper time 










































; A = (q; p); (4.14)
where the E
A










, which represents the dier-














= 0 if the background option is in use.
















which is implemented in the code. We extract v
A
from
the evolved value of h. This is done by using the con-































Combining Eqs. (4.12) and (4.17), we nd
v
q
















which is implemented in the code. Furthermore, the
particle is constrained to follow the equator exactly,


















Angular velocity in a polar orbit
In the case of polar motion, simplied here to the case
























The energy per unit mass v
u
is conserved along a





















, as dened above, to be an approximately






















































































There is an option in the code to evolve v
uS
by Eq. (4.24).
In this case, we extract v
r
from the value of v
uS
. This
































When the code is evolving v
uS
by Eq. (4.24), at each
time step it also evolves v
r
in the usual way. The  in
Eq. (4.25) is chosen so that the result for v
r
is closest to
the directly evolved value; further, if the square root in
Eq. (4.25) is less than some threshold, or imaginary, the
directly evolved value of v
r
is not corrected. For a circular
orbit of the Schwarzschild background, the square root is
exactly zero, and therefore it is diÆcult to use this option
when evolving a circular orbit.
E. Other features of the code
 The only Bondi-Sachs metric variable that is non-zero
in the background metric is W . The code treats W
as the sum of the background analytic part (W
an
)
plus a correction (W
num
). The values of W
an
and
its derivatives are found exactly, and nite dierenc-
ing is applied only to the part W
num
. In eect, this
also applies to the other metric variables, because their
background analytic parts are zero.
 There is an option in the code to use an enlarged stencil
in the computation of the (centered) nite dierences
used in  
i
in Eq. (4.1). The evolution of the gravita-





















> 1. This option uses grid-points away
from the particle in computing derivatives, and thus
smooths them. It is used in the Æ function model with
i
s
= 3, but not in the polytropic model. The issue is
discussed further in Sec. VI.
7V. COMPUTATIONAL TESTS AND RESULTS
A. Convergence
The convergence testing was limited to a measurement
of various accelerations on the initial null cone, and we
have not investigated convergence behavior after a xed
time. The diÆculty with convergence testing over an
extended time period is the computational resources re-
quired for the nest grid, and we defer such testing to
future work (see Sec. VI)
The tests were made with the particle initialized at
r = 9 at the north pole with v
p
= 0 and v
q
set to
the value for a circular orbit. The particle mass was
m = 10
 4
. The particle was always allowed to move, i.e.
u
S
= 0. The particle velocity was updated directly, and
not via approximate conservation laws. The overlap be-
tween north and south patches was minimal (q
s
= 1:0).
The polytropic model was used with R

= 5:0. The fol-
lowing quantities, all of which are rates of change, were












. The quantities involving u derivatives were
found by evolving the code for one time-step and then







tities involving  derivatives are found directly by the
code using data only on the initial null cone.



























scale as 4:2:1. The (single) time-step
was u = 10
 5
, which, for all grids, is much smaller than
the spatial discretization. Assuming that a quantity Q
behaves as Q = a + b
n



















refer to the computed values of Q
using the coarse, medium and ne grids, respectively.
Our results are stated in Table I: it is clear that, on
the initial null cone, the polytropic model is convergent
with the order n at least 1:59.
B. Gravitational radiation
Unfortunately, it is not possible to present any results
on gravitational radiation output. The module used in
TABLE I: Convergence of the Polytropic model
















































this code for calculating the news [18] was originally de-
veloped and tested under conditions in which the elds
are well resolved at I
+
, which is not the case here. For
particle applications, the module produces questionable
results, such as signicant radiation when the gravita-
tional eld is static. Improvements in the accuracy of
the news module have recently been made [33] but they
have not been tested in the present context. Thus it is
not yet known whether reliable radiation measurements
for a particle source can be made or if perhaps further
algorithmic renements will be needed. Results will be
reported elsewhere after the necessary development and
testing.
C. Increase m until caustics form
A simple test of the code is to increase the particle mass
m until the code crashes due to the formation of a caustic,
which is indicated by the metric variable  ! 1. The
following test was performed using the Æ function model
with initial velocity v
i
= 0, initial position r = 9 at the
north pole, and discretization n
x





Equation (3.10) indicates that the critical value of m is
2:2510
 2
. In trial runs, the code behaves properly with
m = 10
 3




This test was performed for both the Æ function and
polytropic models. The particle was initialized at r = 9,
q = 0, p = 1 with an initial velocity in the q direction of
magnitude such that, in the test particle limit, the orbit
would be exactly circular. The mass of the particle was
taken as m = 10
 6
and the size taken as R

= 3:0 in the







= 35. The time step was dt = 8:333310
 3
.
The code was run with angular grid patch overlap set by
q
s
= 1:2; and with no particle motion until u
S
= 5:0.
In order to achieve a complete orbit, the computation
was run until u = 175, which required 21,000 time-steps.
The background option (see Sec. IIID) was used. The




An important requirement was that the simulations
should complete in a reasonable time, and thus there was
a limit on the number of grid-points that could be used.
Further, in the polytropic model, the requirement that
the polytrope should be resolvable places a lower limit on
R

. The run was performed for illustrative purposes and,
in the polytropic model case, is not physical because a
polytrope with the parameters used here would be tidally
disrupted.
The results of the computation are shown in Figs. 1 to
4 for the polytropic and Æ function models. In both
cases, the particle inspirals, losing energy and angular
momentum, but the eect is much smoother and smaller













FIG. 1: r-coordinate for the polytropic (solid line) and
Æ function model (dotted line) for a complete orbit.











FIG. 2: Angular momentum per unit particle mass for the
polytropic (solid line) and Æ function model (dotted line) for
a complete orbit.
in the polytropic case. Figure 4 shows the time develop-




, which measures the rate of
change of the gravitational eld. Again, the polytropic
model exhibits smoother and smaller behavior.












FIG. 3: Energy per unit particle mass for the polytropic (solid
line) and Æ function model (dotted line) for a complete orbit.














for the polytropic (solid line)
and Æ function model (dotted line) for a complete orbit.
E. Capture of particle by the black hole
The code parameters were the same as for the previous
test, except that in the polytropic model R

= 2:0, and
the particle was initialized at r = 6 near the ISCO. The
9purpose of the test was to see how the code behaves as
the particle approaches the event horizon at r = 2. In
order to shorten the inspiral time the particle was given
a small inward radial velocity (v
r
=  0:01), and the
angular velocity was set to that for a circular orbit in





In the coordinates being used, as r ! 2 the evolution
variable v
r
! 1. Thus, because of this coordinate ef-
fect, we expect the code to crash at some value of r just
greater than 2. The results of the computation (in the
polytropic case) are shown in Figs. 5 to 8. The par-
ticle inspirals from u = u
S
(= 5) until the code crashes
at u = 186:666 with the particle at r = 2:00077 and
jv
r
j  5; 000. The particle completed just over two com-
plete revolutions, i.e. its angular position changed by
just over 4 radians during the evolution. The particle
crossed r = 2:1 at u = 167, r = 2:01 at u = 176 and
r = 2:001 at u = 185; thus demonstrating a freezing
of radial position, as expected due to the redshift inher-
ent in the u-coordinate. Throughout the computation,
the position of the particle is remarkably smooth. The
particle loses energy and angular momentum at a fairly
constant rate, until about u = 150, r = 3:2. Further,
the activity of the gravitational eld (as measured by
k J
;u
k) starts to grow rapidly at this time. We have not
analyzed the cause of this eect. As in the whole orbit
computation, the performance of the Æ function model
was much less smooth than that of the polytropic model.










FIG. 5: The orbit traced by a particle (polytropic model),
initially at r = 6, as it is captured by a black hole (solid
line). Overlaid in the gure is the orbit traced by a particle
initially at r = 9 (dotted line). The central circle indicates
the location of the horizon (r = 2).
In this case, the Æ-function particle reached r = 2:006 at
u = 174 when the code crashed.










FIG. 6: Angular momentum per unit particle mass for the
capture of a particle (polytropic model) by a black hole.












FIG. 7: Energy per unit particle mass for the capture of a
particle (polytropic model) by a black hole.
10


















using a logarithmic scale in the vertical axis, for the capture
of a particle (polytropic model) by a black hole.
F. Speed of the code
The tests were performed on a Linux machine with a
single processor running at 1.8GHz. One complete orbit
run on a grid of 121  2  35
2
points takes 21,000 time
steps. The run time is about 20 hours. Of course, the




The paper has described and implemented a particle
method for evolving the full Einstein equations using a
characteristic evolution code. The method can be ex-
pected to be a useful tool in modeling astrophysical sit-
uations involving a black hole and another much smaller
object. We have demonstrated that the method works in
the sense that it computes orbits that are qualitatively
reasonable. Two models of a particle were investigated.
The polytropic model gives better results in terms of
smoothness of the computed motion and exhibited con-
vergence. An important feature of the code is that it is
much faster than other codes in which the material object
is modeled using relativistic hydrodynamics.
Future work, as detailed below, is envisaged
 The gravitational radiation output (Bondi news func-
tion) is required, both to supply a waveform and to
check the energy balance (the rate of loss of orbital
energy mv
u
should be of the same magnitude as the
radiation power).
 The Æ function model has the advantage of simplicity.
It oers a physically attractive way to model the mo-
tion and exterior gravitational eld of an object of suf-
ciently small mass that its Schwarzschild radius can-
not be resolved on the grid. The runs with this model
do not crash but the lack of convergence checks on the
evolution variables makes it problematic for making
physical predictions. Perhaps the errors that arise in
estimating the derivative of a function which is essen-
tially singular can be better avoided by a more sophis-
ticated integral approach akin to nite element meth-
ods. It is possible that such a treatment might lead to
convergence of global quantities such as the radiated
power.
 The prospects for obtaining reliable physical results
with the polytropic model hinge upon several issues:
1. The errors inherent in the model, which were
discussed qualitatively in Sec. III B, need to be
sharpened to quantitative estimates.
2. Convergence testing is needed for runs over a sig-
nicant time period and with physically realistic
parameters.
3. We need to understand the eect of the polytrope
radius (R

) on the results. There should be some
sense in which the particle motion is independent
of R

. Of course, taking the limit R

! 0 is
equivalent to changing from the polytropic to the
Æ function model, and this link provides further
motivation for the continued investigation of the
Æ function model.
In summary, the particle method has the potential to
supply validated orbits, including inspirals towards the
ISCO and plunges to the black hole, as well as the asso-
ciated gravitational radiation output.
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APPENDIX A: THE GEODESIC EQUATION
We have used Maple to compute the form of Eq. (4.1)
for the metric (2.1). The formulas are given for the gen-
eral case; and the formulas when the background option
11
is being used (see section IIID) are obtained by setting
the undierentiated metric variables J , , U to 0 and
setting W to W
an












. Further, for ease of application to the
approximate conservation formulas (sections III C and
IVD), the formulas are presented with the background
quantities (in each case, the rst line) shown separately
from the perturbative (E
i
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